NOTES:
1. MAINTAIN ACCESS TO ALL BUSINESS AND RESIDENTIAL DRIVEWAYS AT ALL TIMES.
2. FOR ADDITIONAL SIGNING SEE DETOUR PLAN SHEETS 23 AND 24, COORDINATE PLACEMENT
   OF DETOUR SIGNS AND CONSTRUCTION WARNING SIGNS. ADJUST AS REQUIRED
   TO AVOID CONFLICT.
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LEGEND

WORK AREA

00000  TEMPORARY PAVEMENT

00001  TYPE III BARRIERS

00002  POST MOUNTED SIGN

00003  CHANNELIZING DEVICE

00004  TYPE B LIGHT

00006  TYPE B LIGHT WITH WHITE LENS

00007  TYPE B LIGHT WITH RED LENS

==  DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

20  TEMPORARY BARRIER

==  TEMPORARY IMPACT ATTENUATOR

*  CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN

TRAFFIC  TEMPORARY SOLID WHITE LINE/WIDTH
CONTROL  TEMPORARY DOUBLE SOLID YELLOW LINE/WIDTH
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